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As soon as we have a meal plan for Bibibop Asian Grill from Columbus, we will publish it here. In the meantime,
feel free to take a look at the menus in the surrounding area. Or help us by uploading the menu here. What

Stephanie Evans likes about Bibibop Asian Grill:
Delicious! Great service too. I got noodles with steak, Pineapple (up charge $1), cheese, red cabbage, and kale.
Fresh ingredients and a healthy portion size. I had more than I could eat. The lemonade was divine. read more.

The place also offers the possibility to sit outside and be served in pleasant weather, And into the accessible
spaces also come guests with wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What N J Sorensen doesn't like about

Bibibop Asian Grill:
Hello, let me share a recent stop by BIBIBOP Asian Grill in Columbus, Ohio, and let me tell ya, it was a real

flavor explosion. The menu selection had a great variety of Korean-inspired dishes to choose from, and
everything was downright delicious. The atmosphere was lively and energetic, with a fun vibe that made for a
great dining experience. And the quality of service was top-notch, with friendly and attentive sta... read more.

Lovers of Korean cuisine are right at home here: The range includes Kimchi, a variety of diverse interpretations
of Bap, alongside a multitude of exquisite Jjigae that please the taste buds, On the menu there are also several
Asian menus. You have an event and want to enjoy the food at your place? With the in-house catering service,

that's easily doable, Furthermore, the light and healthy dishes on the menu are among the most popular dishes
of the customers.
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Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Ric�
SPICY CHICKEN

So� drink�
LEMONADE

Japanes� specialtie�
MISO SOUP

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

GLUTEN FREE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
STEAK

NOODLES

SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

ANANAS CHICKEN

KALE

MISO

CHICKEN

TRAVEL
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -20:00
Tuesday 11:00 -20:00
Wednesday 11:00 -20:00
Thursday 11:00 -20:00
Friday 11:00 -20:00
Saturday 11:00 -20:00
Sunday 11:00 -19:00
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